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Abstract
Our general idea is to adopt Blockchain Ledger Technology for volunteered recording of
business skills to formulate an irrevocable irresistible Curriculum Vitae to be processed by
Recruiting agencies. The desperate well-educated jobless people of our times rely on
recruiting agencies to analyze their qualification and find them a descent work. The general
process starts with personal data feed automatically from sensors to an irrevocable
BlockChain. At the final stage recruiting companies read these data, they process and offer a
better job. A modified Time-Series is used to store work history and skills as the most
important part of a Curriculum-Vitae. Every moment of our work life is recorded accordingly.
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These data are collected from various IoT sources like; Internet of things, Word, Excel
computer file headers, URL fingerprints, Data Centers & Banks Big Data. It looks like
self-slavery although according to GDPR the necessary consent must be freely given, specific,
informed and unambiguous. In order to obtain freely given consent, it must be given on a
voluntary basis. We attempted a primitive social research. In our University young people,
they prefer to follow the blockchain recruiting route at a rate of 96% while in a local
prefecture only 1% endorses the technology for unemployment.
Keywords: Curriculum Vitae, Recruiting, GDPR, Regtech, Lawtech, smart contracts,
Blockchain, IoT
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1. Introduction
Our general idea is to adopt Blockchain Ledger Technology for volunteered recording of
business skills to formulate an irrevocable irresistible Curriculum Vitae to be processed by
Recruiting agencies.
The hard-working people of our times cannot find a respectable job due to incapability of
society to adopt technologies. Machines caused these problems; this same machinery could
help fight unemployment altogether. Tax evasion increases every day. Public awareness for
alternative tax options is increasing. People suffer from limited health insurance and pension
funds. New tax objects could be selected from: robots, productivity tools, invention patents,
software applications, auto bots, crawler internet robots, bitcoin protocol bits and hundreds of
others. As a result of all these people cannot find an appropriate job. The life circle of job
finding is Education at the eight EU levels: training and skill acquirement; preliminary
student placement; and actually, paid work. This life circle could start all over and recursive.
The passport to enter the next high salary work is the curriculum vitae. Initially was a
structured text fully compatible with Chicago Manual of Style (Manus, 2009; Dellavalle,
2003). This approach is adopted by CEDEFOP and the European key players in recruitment.
In our times the hypertext approach of LinkedIn is gaining attention (Skule, 2004; Miles,
2011). In the LinkedIn CV job skills are intermixed with degree achievements, certified
courses and marketing of all parties involved. They both are the CV standard. We today
evolve their standard in a next step: The continuous, third party certified irrevocable
Curriculum Vitae.
A certified curriculum vitae could help unemployment. Personal devices connect to Internet
of things devices and data centers and feed continuously an irrevocable an appropriate
blockchain. Later on; recruiting agencies use artificial intelligent data science software to find
the right job for every worker. Definitely our provided solution is more dangerous that the
problem that is supposed to solve but it is an option. With legislative actions and recruiting
companies support could solve the contradictory tug-of-war civil rights protection and
productivity puzzle.
The primitive workflow of our idea goes like this


The unemployed gives permission to be recorded for specific skills.



IoT devices report these skills to a specific BlockChain irrevocably to the eternity.



Companies, Banks and Public interest agencies report data to the Blockchain in a
more concise form.



Later on; Recruiting agencies use Data Science techniques to find the right person for
a specific job.

There are unlimited methodology variations and implementation details for GDPR
compliance, actual unemployment, IoT cost and business development requirements.
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2. Curriculum Vitae Data Structure
Previous generation definition of time series analysis began to be laid in the late nineteenth
century and were made possible by regression and correlation coefficient and later (Galton,
1888, 1890) and of Karl Pearson coevolution (Pearson, 1896; Pearson & Filon, 1898). They
are actually primitive math structures with two major proposed alterations-corrections
proposals. An inventor from Sofia presented the “realistic time series concept” (Zisopoulos,
2017) where Time-Series gain wide acceptance in Realistic tempo spatial structure. On the
other hand, Mathworks developers changed the name of time series “TS” to “Tables series” a
very good marketing tool for their MATLAB but also a major progression for a
two-dimensional table older than our civilization.
The modified Time-Series is used to store work history and skills, the most important part of
the CV. Every moment of our work life is recorded accordingly. A number of moments
formulate an incident and a number of incidents constitute a worker’s day. However, the
actual SQL data structure is not that simple. Variations of the primary concept are:
WHERE; The initial three-dimensional data could be normal three-dimensional data,
latitude-longitude-latitude data, inertial calculated coordinates, IP number of generating and
receiving device, etc.
WHEN; The second element of temporospatial pattern is more complicated. The basic ISO
Date format is assumed with variations for different IoT and operating systems. Somehow,
we also need to record duration, sampling accuracy and others similar data.
WHO; There are three types of persons the assignee person, the auditor, and the Subject of
the personal data processing. Persons here count also all the Internet of Things devices
transmitting to the cloud, they are alive and in the near future they will pay taxes.
WHAT; the answer is almost everything. The concept is “record it now, you could erase it
later”.
WHY; the data structure to represent the reason of the recording is equally complex like the
sad fact that unemployment is increasing every day.
HOW; the methodology is limited only by the creativity of the recruiting agencies.
The most important limitation to our CV data structure is the GDPR legislation. Processing
personal data is generally prohibited, except six cases mentioned in the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR): consent, contract, legal obligations, vital interests of the data
subject, public interest and legitimate interest as stated in Article 6(1) GDPR (Zarsky, 2016;
Sclater, 2017; Bu-Pasha, 2016).
3. Semi-Automatic Data Collection
Every jobless person collects data for his presence in the business area. These data are
collected from various IoT sources. The list is unlimited:


Internet of things
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Word, Excel computer file headers



URL fingerprints



Data Centers & Banks Big Data

Today recruiting agencies like CEDEFOP (Schmidt, 2004; Mitchell, 2004) depended
companies and LinkedIn (Zide, 2014; Gibbs, 2015) use a type of certified external reference
to the curriculum vitae. On the other head Udemy courses won the online training
competition primarily due to reporting a rather secure prove of training certificate. This
Udemy information to the secure LinkedIn site is a perfect example of information collection
exploited to curriculum vitae.
3.1 Sensors, Internet of Things
Once upon a time there were sensors or PLCs reporting to dedicated computers and Intranets.
Today a vast number of similar devices having their own IP reporting direct to the cloud.
Connection to these Internet servers is free but this is rapidly changing. They produce
enormous amount of structured data and the individual worker could assign to a selected
subset of them to represent his labor life.
Three IoT management-operating systems are available today:


Microsoft; Windows 10 IoT operating system for devices under the Azure IoT Suite.



Google Android things; Cloud IoT is a fully managed service that allows you to easily
and securely connect, manage, and feed data from millions of globally dispersed
devices.



Team view; The dominated remote-control company offers a more rigid IoT
management system capable to handle Curriculum Vitae operations outside the
dominated the world companies.

3.2 Computer File
Every worker in almost all jobs uses computer software every day. The simplest program is
Microsoft Word. There are programs in GitHub and a specific application in the first
Blockchain magazine (Muehlemann, 2017) that read a Word file without reading it. The
program could read only a specific information from a Word file like “total editing time”.
The procedure is straightforward:


The user writes or edits a Word file and saves it to the local disk or up to the Internet
cloud.



Once per day voluntarily permits a Github certified crawler to read certain part of the
file.



The program reports the info to the Curriculum Vitae Blockchain irrevocably but
certainly with access limitations.
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3.3 URL Fingerprint
A whole generation of new browsers has the main unique feature that they preserve the
personal data of the user. TOR, Brave and EPIC browsers claim total failure of any tracing
attempt. This ability is GDPR compatible but in our case, we want to prove our work. We
propose a new URL-fingerprint browser that will do the exact opposite. The Blockchain
curriculum provider releases this FINGERPRINT browser. In order to conclude an assigned
task, the user visits various sites and applications and all the activity is recorded and reported
accordingly.
Of course, the user will try to cheat. He could use another browser for weather info, chat
talking, Facebook and other similar annoying time-consuming programs. Such a usage delays
the task to be accomplished and degrades all job statistics. Later on, statistics could prove that
this specific worker is slow generally or only for specific URL classes. He is not eligible for
this job; his URL stats do comply with job description statistics.
3.4 Commercial Bank Feed
The absolute from of proof is money (Money talks, Show me the money Berger, 2012; Myers,
2012). In a number of countries in order to prove your working experience a money payment is
required. Commercial Banks, Data Centers and other similar structures have unlimited
personal data. Most of these data could eventually concern the working expertise of a person.
Actually, Data Science (Liao, 2012; Brodei, 2012; Chen, 2012) artificial intelligence
methodologies could process these data efficiently. Initial raw data examples that a worker
could permit to feed the Blockchain are:


A parking ticket, a café receipt and a train ticket near the workplace area gives exact
temprospatiale data.



A Visa payment for a specific book or magazine, a scientific conference payment or a
Udemy payment is a secure qualification information valuable to your future work.



A google advertisement payment is a secure prove for a semiprofessional activity.

4. Blockchain Layout
The BlockChain etymology is not right for linguistics and etymology reasons. We find more
appropriate a “Distributed Ledger Hashed Blocks” without chains. The chain shapely and
historically reminds for convicted prisoners and slaves. There are historical examples in Bible
and East Catholic church where confessors sold themselves as slaves to achieve higher
hierarchy confession level. Various researchers face the new technology in all aspects of life.
Al-Saqaf (2017) tried to contribute to that body of scholarship by exploring blockchain
technology’s potential applications, and their limits, in areas that intersect with social impact,
including human rights. Scott (2017) declared cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology
may help develop organizations that seek to build social and solidarity‐based finance. White
(2017) recently stated that business managers need to understand the potential impact and
threat of blockchain applications in order to gain and maintain competitive advantage.
Blockchain applications appear to offer considerable performance improvement and
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commercialization opportunities.
In our time a self-slavery could be inevitable for the well-educated workers in order to find
the appropriate job. Initially a freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous consent must
be given for all their professional data to be recorded. So far so good but there is a new
unreversed step. They also permitted the quasi-registration in an irrevocable chain of all
relevant information.
This is an unacceptable situation for reasons like:


Christian; Forgiveness is reduced dramatically.



It concerns a new slavery situation.



It could evolve in a “Big brother” situation.

We do not afraid this non-Christian, Big-Brother new slavery situation. We rely on Bible
again in

Table 1. Matthew 12:36
λέγω δὲ ὑμῖν ὅηι πᾶν ῥῆμα ἀργὸν ὃ λαλήζοσζιν οἱ ἄνθρωποι, ἀποδώζοσζιν περὶ αὐηοῦ
λόγον ἐν ἡμέρᾳ κρίζεως·
36But I tell you that everyone will have to give account on the day of judgment for
every empty word they have spoken
Staying in Bible the most famous and important chain of the world are in Basilica di San
Pietro in Vincoli (Saint Peter in Chains) of Saint Peter’s chains when he was imprisoned in
Jerusalem (Sidon). In the image below times the chain of blocks for prisoners has evolved in
the BlockChain in exact the same way.

Figure 1. Times are passing, things remain unchained: Tradional and modern Blockchains
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Blockchain is block of interconnected hashes. Major BlockChain feature is the collapse of the
whole block ecosystem if a single block is altered. This reminds us the DNA structure. When
nodes start changing no next generation is possible and death is very close. DNA structure is
better than BlockChain because no instant failure occurs when chain is broken.
5. BIGDATA Processing, Life under Chains and Blocks
Various researchers gave descriptive names for Big data.
Big Data is described by IBM in terms of four dimensions: volume, variety, velocity, and
veracity (Herchel, 2017). Over the recent years, the volume of worldwide data has exploded
from various digital devices that continuously generate massive amounts of heterogeneous,
structured or unstructured data, resulting in what is now called “big data” (Kambatla, 2014).
Big data refers to rapidly growing amounts of data for which traditional database mechanisms
have become inefficient in terms of storage, processing and analysis (Manyika, 2011; Nesbit
2018; Yaqoob, 2016).
A single person detailed professional achievements generate a typical BIGDATA huge
database. To process this database, we used R language a programming language so that you
create our objects, functions, and packages.
6. Discussion
There are severe problems to solve and additional systems to be prepared in order to present
to the science and society a viable alternative
The main issue is the irreversible order of the data feed from the Blockchain to the reading
agent. We need a balance between two contradictory issues:


The BlockChain stores all data forever unconditionally and this is the cornerstone of
the methodology.



The person as a subject of data retrieval and processing occasionally does not wat to
grant access to the recruiting agency.

A number of solutions are proposed for this inconsistent:


Variable access consent to data reading authorities.



R language statistical preprocessing to eliminate non-ethic data on the BlockChain.



Similar programming to smooth extreme life incidents.



A type of reward or payment (to whom?) to eliminate misleading data.

7. Conclusion
According to GDPR the necessary consent must be freely given, specific, informed and
unambiguous. In order to obtain freely given consent, it must be given on a voluntary basis.
The element “free” implies a real choice by the data subject. Any element of inappropriate
pressure or influence which could affect the outcome of that choice renders the consent
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invalid. In the real world there is strong blackmail with obvious answer for the two worlds
around the unemployment line.
There are two options for Recording and Hiring in a job:


No BlockChain, No Job



Yes, to Blockchain, Yes to a new Job

We attempted a primitive social research. In our University young people, they prefer to
follow the blockchain recruiting route at a rate of 96%. In a prefecture only 1% endorses the
technology for unemployment. This was expected. For the people unemployment in Greece is
20% but this denotes 1 million persons 100% without work, a basic constitutional privilege.
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